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A B S T R A C T

Background: Non-Whites are more likely to suffer from cognitive impairment and complications of atrial
ﬁbrillation (AF) than Whites, though Whites are more likely to be diagnosed with AF. We examined whether
non-Whites with AF are biologically older than Whites with AF and whether accelerated biological aging is
associated with cognitive functioning.
Methods: We used baseline data from the ongoing Systematic Assessment of Geriatric Elements in Atrial
Fibrillation prospective cohort study, collected 20162020 across ambulatory care practices in Massachusetts and Georgia. Of 1244 enrolled, 974 participants with full biological data were included in the present
analysis. Accelerated aging (AccA) was calculated based on a combination of biomarkers associated with age
and physiological “wear and tear.”
Findings: The main outcome was score on Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA). Non-Whites had 2.9 years
more AccA than Whites and higher AccA was associated with a lower MoCA score among both Whites (-0.06,
95% CI: -0.10, -0.03) and non-Whites (-0.14, 95% CI: -0.27, 0.02). This association was signiﬁcantly greater
among non-whites (-0.11, 95% CI: -0.20, -0.01).
Interpretation: Non-White AF patients are functionally “older” than their White counterparts and experience
a stronger deleterious association between AccA and cognition. These ﬁndings underscore the importance of
taking functional age into account when treating patients with AF, particularly non-White patients, to
enhance treatment and improve AF outcomes.
Funding: The SAGE-AF study is supported by Grant R01HL126911 from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute (NHLBI).
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)

1. Introduction
Atrial ﬁbrillation (AF) affects 9% of individuals age 65 years and older
and about 2% of those younger than 65, with an estimated three to six
million people in the US affected [1]. As a consequence of the aging population in the US, the number of those affected by AF is expected to rise.
Dementia is also strongly associated with aging and currently affects
about 14 million Americans over the age of 71 [2]. Dementia and AF
share common risk factors including age, heart failure, hypertension,
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history of stroke, excessive alcohol intake, smoking, and diabetes and
AF is consistently associated with higher rates of dementia [3,4].
Racial patterning of incidence is found in both AF and dementia. Risk
factors for both AF and dementia, including hypertension, history of
stroke, and diabetes, are signiﬁcantly more prevalent among Blacks and
other minorities (e.g. Hispanics, Native Americans) with Blacks twice as
likely to be diagnosed with dementia [5], but with a 41% lower risk of
developing AF as compared to Whites [6]. Although information on AF
incidence in other non-White populations is limited [7] the data that
does exist suggests that other non-White populations such as Hispanics
and Asians also have a lower incidence of AF than Whites [8]. This seeming paradox might be explained by sampling bias (e.g. minorities may
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Research in context
Evidence before this study
Atrial ﬁbrillation (AF) and dementia affect a growing amount of
the older population. Racial patterning is found in both AF and
dementia. White persons are more likely to be diagnosed with
AF despite most risk factors for AF being disproportionately
higher among non-White populations. Non-White persons are
more likely to be diagnosed with dementia and risk factors are
similar as in AF. Biological age predictors have been created
and found to predict mortality and other outcomes better than
chronological age alone. This work has not been undertaken in
a sample with AF.
Added value of this study
Our study provides evidence that speciﬁc markers may be associated with a decline in cognitive functioning in non-White
populations compared to White populations with AF. The
results indicate that some patients, particularly non-White
patients, may be functionally older than they are chronologically and that this it could be associated with a decline in cognitive function.
Implications of all the available evidence
If non-White patients are “older” due to accelerated aging,
clinicians may need to take this into account and consider
screening younger non-White AF patients for cognitive
impairment. Cognitive impairment has implications for treatment and medication adherence, which can signiﬁcantly complicate the treatment of AF since AF requires long-term use of
high-risk medications, including oral anticoagulants.

be less likely to be screened for AF), but it provides a useful framework
for which to study racial patterns of cardiovascular and geriatric predictors of cognitive functioning.
Age is the strongest risk factor for stroke and heart failure, the two
most serious complications of AF, and current management guidelines for healthcare providers responsible for advising older adults
with AF suggest that therapeutic decision-making should take frailty
and cognitive status into consideration [3]. Biological age, or functional age of the body, compared to chronological age, may better
predict AF complications and be an additional risk factor to consider
when making AF treatment decisions. In older populations, frailty
indices deﬁned by diseases, symptoms, physical and cognitive functioning deﬁciencies, and self-rated health have been found to predict
mortality better than chronological age alone [9]. Such indices have
not, however, been applied to populations with AF. The objective of
this study is to create a biological age variable that includes markers
that are relevant to older populations and to people with AF and
measure the association between biological age and impaired cognitive function, a precursor of dementia, separately by race. We
hypothesize that non-White participants will have higher biological
age than White participants and that biological age will be associated
with cognitive functioning.
2. Methods
2.1. Design, setting, and participants
The SAGE-AF (Systematic Assessment of Geriatric Elements in
Atrial Fibrillation) study is an ongoing, prospective study of AF [10].

In 20162018, consenting participants completed a comprehensive
baseline geriatric assessment, a structured interview and trained
study staff performed a comprehensive medical record review. Participants were drawn from ﬁve ambulatory practices in Massachusetts and two such practices in Georgia. To participate, participants
had to have AF (veriﬁed by electrocardiogram, Holter monitor, or AF
diagnosis in clinic note or hospital record), be 65 years of age or older,
have a CHA2DS2VASC risk score  2, not had a major contraindication
to oral anticoagulants, be able to provide informed consent, and be
able to speak English.
All participants had a physical examination in the context of their
routine care, had a medical history obtained, and underwent a
60 min interviewer-administered, computer-assisted interview with
standardized measures, including assessments of mood, frailty, and
cognition. All SAGE-AF participants provided informed written consent, and all protocols were approved by the University of Massachusetts Medical School, Boston University, and Mercer University
review boards. SAGE-AF had a total of 996 participants. Our study
sample included those who had complete cognitive functioning data
and complete data for selected biological variables (described below)
for an analytical sample of 974. This manuscript adheres to the
STROBE reporting guidelines for cross-sectional studies.
2.2. Global cognitive functioning
Our primary outcome measure, cognitive function, is assessed by
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment Battery [11], a 30-item screening
tool validated to detect mild cognitive impairment with 23 used as
the cut-point for impairment [12].
2.3. Frailty
Frailty was assessed using the Cardiovascular Health Survey frailty
scale [13] which includes ﬁve components: weight loss/shrinking,
exhaustion, low physical activity, slow gait speed, and weakness.
2.4. Race
Race was self-reported as Asian/Paciﬁc Islander, African American,
Alaskan Native, White, more than one race, other race, or unknown.
Due to low percentages (< 2%) of all race categories except White
and African American, we created a race variable that was dichotomized as White or non-white.
2.5. Accelerated aging
Our primary predictor, accelerated aging (AccA), was deﬁned as
biological age minus chronological age where a positive number indicates a biological age higher than chronological age and has harmful
implications. Biological age was computed by the following steps. We
ran correlations between candidate markers including markers of
liver, kidney, metabolic, cardiovascular, frailty, and immune function
and chronological age and retained those markers that had a correlation greater than 0.10 (the mean correlation). We then ran pairwise
correlations of the remaining biomarkers with chronological age and
eliminated those markers that had strong correlations (> 0.40) with
multiple biomarkers (to avoid redundancy). We next eliminated the
remaining markers that had missingness of > 30% in our sample and
reran the pairwise correlation with the remaining biomarkers for
strong correlations with all remaining biomarkers. The ﬁnal biomarkers retained were Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR), CHA2DS2VASC score, frailty, blood glucose, and BMI. We utilized the Klemera
and Doubal equation (KDM) [14] which uses the intercept, slope, and
root mean squared error to solve the regression equation of each biomarker on chronological age in standardized units of x (biomarker)
and combines these estimates into biological age (BA) using
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chronological age (CA). Thus, BA is a weighted average of expected
biomarker values minus the biomarker value at CA that is determined
through regressing each biological marker on CA.
In order to calculate biological age so that it represents the
approximate chronological age at which a person in the general population would have the combination of biomarkers corresponding to
the biological age, we used a reference dataset from NHANES to calculate the biological age parameters and applied the parameters to
the SAGE-AF dataset. We used NHANES participants from 1999
through 2006 (the only consecutive years in which all of our selected
measures were available) that were non-pregnant and aged 65 years
and older. We ran the series of regressions required by KDM and calculated the parameters and then used the parameters along with the
SAGE-AF participant’s chronological ages to create the ﬁnal BA. We
used 4-year weights provided by NHANES to ensure that our results
are representative of the general population. The Klemera and Doubal
equation has been validated in multiple large population studies
including NHANES,[15] the Dunedin cohort [16], and CARDIA
[1719].
2.6. Covariates
All models were adjusted for self-reported sex, study site, education, and chronological age. We tested associations of the following
possible confounders: depression score, anxiety score, amount of
exercise, cost-related non-adherence to medications, glycemic meds,
statins, antiplatelets/aspirin, anti-coagulants, hypertension meds,
anti-arrhythmics, rate control meds, and NSAIDs. Education was categorical and deﬁned as the level of education attained ranging from
less than 8th grade to post graduate degree. Depression was measured with the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) which asks
about frequency of common depression symptoms in the last two
weeks and was modeled as a continuous score. Anxiety was measured with the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7 Scale (GAD-7) and
was also measured as a continuous score. Amount of exercise in the
last two weeks was ascertained with a modiﬁed version of the Minnesota Leisure Time Questionnaire which provides number of metabolic equivalents (METs) or energy expenditure in the last two weeks
based on intensity and length of physical activity. Number of METs
was modeled continuously. Cost-related non-adherence (CRN) was
intended to be a proxy for socioeconomic status and was measured
with the CRN questions from the Current Medicare Beneﬁciary Survey [20]. Medication use was a dichotomous yes/no variable and was
abstracted from prescribed medications during medical chart
abstraction. Burden of AF was measured by a question asking if the
participant said that they had AF symptoms at the baseline interview.
2.7. Statistical analysis
All measurements were comparable in the non-White and White
groups. Descriptive statistics were calculated for each study variable
and covariate. The outcome for all main analyses was MoCA score.
We ﬁrst ran race-stratiﬁed unadjusted models to ascertain the association between AccA and cognitive functioning. Next, we ran racestratiﬁed models adjusted for self-reported sex, study site, education,
and chronological age. In order to include other important covariates,
we used linear regression to measure the relationships between
covariates and the main dependent and independent variables. We
checked the assumptions of linear regression visually since our sample size was nearly 1000 making chi2 tests unreliable. We checked
normality of residuals with a kernel density plot and standardized
normal probability plot. We checked homogeneity of residuals with a
residuals versus ﬁtted (rvf) plot. Linear regression showed that
depression score and anxiety score were signiﬁcantly associated with
both AccA and MoCA score, amount of exercise and taking an antiplatelets/aspirin was signiﬁcantly associated with AccA only, and taking
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glycemic meds was signiﬁcantly associated with MoCA score but not
AccA. Thus, these variables were selected as covariates.
We then ran a race-stratiﬁed model where we added psychosocial
and lifestyle variables (depression, anxiety, amount of exercise) to the
aforementioned covariates. Finally, we ran race-stratiﬁed fully adjusted
models where we added covariates that indicated whether or not the
participant was taking glycemic, antiplatelet, cognitive, anti-arrhythmic,
rate control, and anti-coagulation medications, type of atrial ﬁbrillation,
and burden of atrial ﬁbrillation to the standard covariates and psychosocial/lifestyle covariates. Our race-stratiﬁed models took the form:
MoCA Scorei = b0 + b1AccAi + b2sexi + b3sitei + b4agei + b5educi +b6
PHQ9i + b7GADi + b8Metsi + b9 glycemici + b10 anti-plateleti + b11antiarrhythmici + b12rate controli + b13anti-coagulantsi + b14AF
typei + b15AF burden i. The next set of models were overall (not racestratiﬁed) and were run in a similar order as the aforementioned models
(unadjusted, adjusted for standard covariates, adjusted for standard covariates and psychosocial/lifestyle covariates, fully adjusted including medication use), but each set included a term that modeled an interaction
between race and weathering. Our overall models took the form: MoCA
Scorei = b0 + b1AccAi + bsracei + b3Acca*racei + b4sexi + b5sitei + b6agei +
b7educi +b8PHQ9i + b9GADi + b10Metsi + b11 glycemici + b12 antiplateleti + b13anti-arrhythmici + b14rate controli + b15anticoagulantsi + b16AF typei + b17AF burden i. We also ran an additional
fully adjusted model with the interaction term that adjusted for presence
cognitive impairment at baseline. All analyses were done using Stata 16
[21]. There was no missing data since we used a sample with only complete data.
2.8. Role of the funding source
The funding source had no role in study concept and design,
acquisition of subjects and/or data, collection, analysis, and interpretation of the data, or preparation of the manuscript.
3. Results
3.1. Sample description
Descriptive statistics, by race, for the sample can be found in
Table 1. Non-Whites were 2 years younger chronologically than
Whites and nearly 1 year older biologically. AccA was 9.1 years on
average for non-Whites and 6.2 years for Whites. The average Montreal Cognitive Assessment score for both non-Whites and Whites
was in the range of Mild Cognitive Impairment (1825) though the
score for non-Whites (20.4, SD = 4.7) was lower (worse) than the
score for Whites (24.2, SD = 3.6). Of the biomarkers included in the
biological age equation, CHADS2VASC score, blood glucose, and frailty
were signiﬁcantly worse among non-Whites than among Whites.
Histograms of the distribution of MoCA score and AccA can be found
in supplementary Figs. 1 and 2.
3.2. Race-stratiﬁed models
For both Whites and non-Whites there was a signiﬁcant inverse
association between AccA and MoCA score. Among White participants there no change in the inverse association between AccA and
MoCA score for the unadjusted model (b = 0.06, 95% CI: 0.10,
0.03) and the model adjusted for sex, study site, education, and age
(b = 0.03, 95% CI: 0.05, 0.01) and the addition of further covariates did not change the association appreciably (Table 2).
Among White participants, for each additional year of AccA, performance on the MoCA was lower by, on average, 0.06 points. The
unadjusted inverse association between AccA and MoCA in NonWhites was higher than in Whites (b = 0.17, 95% CI: 0.29, 0.05)
and remained when adjusting for sex, study site, education, and age
(b = 0.13, 95% CI: 0.25, 0.01) so that among non-White
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Table 1
Psychosocial, biological, cognitive, and geriatric variables by race: SAGE-AF, 20162018.
Non-White* (n = 127)
n
Chronological Age
127
Biological Age
127
Accelerated Aging
127
Female
56
y
MoCA Score
127
Type of AF
Paroxysmal
90
Persistent
17
Long-Standing Persistent
6
New Onset

Permanent
5
Left Atrium Diameter (mm)
33
Left Atrium Volume§
Normal
12
Mildly Enlarged
3
Moderately Abnormal
6
Severely Abnormal
105
Psychosocial/Lifestyle Variables
Education
8th Grade or less
9
HS Graduate
36
College Graduate
14
PHQ9 Scorez
127
GAD-7 Score
127
Exercise (METs) x
127
Physiological Variables
BMI
127
CHADS2VASC Score
127
Glomerular Filtration Rate
127
Blood Glucose
127
Geriatric Elements
Frailty||
127
Medications
Glycemic-yes
53
Anti-platelet-yes
60
Oral anti-coagulation-yes
110
Anti-arrhythmic-yes
45
Rate Control-yes
111
Comorbidities
Prior stroke-yes
21
Hypertension-yes
123
Heart Failure-yes
68
Diabetes-yes
71
Sleep Apnea-yes
18

p-value#

White (n = 847)

mean or%

sd

n

mean or%

sd

73.7
82.8
9.1
44%
20.4

6.7
15.0
12.6

75.8
81.9
6.2
49%
24.2

7.2
13.6
11.5

4.7

847
847
847
415
1069

10.0

495
106
98
13
53
253

58%
12%
12%
1%
6%
41.8

9%
2%
5%
83%

82
52
50
661

10%
6%
6%
78%

0.337

7%
28%
11%
4.7
3.52
1536.3

1%
22%
16%
3.4
2.6
1371

< 0.001

5.4
4.6
6762.7

12
185
132
847
847
847

31.6
4.9
59.0
119.3

6.2
1.7
19.7
41.1

847
847
847
847

1.7

1.2

70%
13%
5%

4%
40.3

3.6

0.002
0.029
< 0.001
0.303
< 0.001
0.042

8.8

3.9

0.364

2393.5

0.001
0.007
0.600

31.1
4.4
60.6
111.9

6.7
1.6
15.9
36.8

0.461
0.003
0.319
0.039

847

1.12

1.1

< 0.001

42%
47%
87%
35%
87%

188
326
729
291
660

22%
38%
86%
35%
78%

< 0.001
0.060
0.868
0.812
0.014

16%
97%
53%
56%
14%

77
763
305
248
138

9%
90%
36%
29%
16%

0.009
0.013
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.544

§
Body Surface Area Adjusted; Normal ( 34 ml/mg2), Mildly enlarged (35 ml/mg2  41 ml/mg2), Moderately abnormal (42 ml/mg2 
48 ml/mg2), Severely abnormal (> 48 ml/mg2).
* Non-White includes Black/African American, Asian/Paciﬁc Islander, Native American/Alaskan Native, More than one race, other race.
y
MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment (range = 631).
z
Score of 5 + on PHQ9 indicates mild to severe depression.
x
METs = Metabolic Equivalent measured by Modiﬁed Minnesota Leisure Time Activities Questionnaire.
||
Cardiovascular Health Survey Frailty Scale (range = 05).
#
p-value of t-test (continuous variables) or chi square (categorical variables).

Table 2
Linear regression of unadjusted and adjusted associations of change in mountreal cognitive assessment score (MoCA)
with each 1-year increase in accelerated aging SAGE-AF, 20162018.
Non-White
b (SE)
Model 1-Unadjusted
Model 2-Adjusted for sex, study site, education, age
Model 3-Adjusted model 2 covariates plus psychosocial and lifestyle variables*
Model 4-Adjusted for model 3 covariates plus medications and AF variablesy

White
b (SE)
0.17 (0.06) x
0.02 (0.04) z
0.09 (0.06)
0.14 (0.06) z

0.06 (0.02) x
0.06 (0.02) x
0.06 (0.02) x
0.06 (0.02) x

* Psychosocial and Lifestyle variables: CES-D score, GAD-7 score, amount of exercise.
y
Medications: glycemic, antiplatelet, antiarrhythmic, rate control, anti-coagulation; AF variables: type of AF, burden of AF.
z
p < 0.05.
x
p < 0.01.
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Fig. 1. a. Predicted change in montreal cognitive assessment score for each 5-year increment in accelerated aging by race with 95% conﬁdence intervals: SAGE-AF, 20162018; b.
Original data points of accelerated aging and montreal cognitive assessment score with lowess smoothing.

participants, for each additional year of AccA performance on the
MoCA is lower, on average, by 0.13 points. Adding psychosocial and
lifestyle variables attenuated the association among non-Whites
(b = 0.09, 95% CI: 0.21, 0.03) or 0.09 points per year. After adding
medication and AF covariates to the model, the association among
non-Whites was similar to original adjusted association (b = 0.14,
95% CI: 0.27, 0.02). Among non-Whites the average AccA was
9.1 years, this would correspond to a MoCA score 1.3 points lower
than someone who is the same age biologically as chronologically
(9.1*0.14) compared to a MoCA score 0.37 points lower for Whites
(6.2*0.06).

average, have a MoCA score of 24.8. Although non-Whites start with
lower scores their scores are expected to decrease more per year
than Whites with a decrease of 1.41 points for non-Whites, compared
to 0.54 for Whites. An additional adjustment that accounted for presence of cognitive impairment at baseline only slightly changed the
change for non-Whites but it did render the difference no longer signiﬁcant in the stratiﬁed models (b = 0.08, 95% CI: 0.18, 0.03). For
the interaction term it attenuated the association, but it remained
signiﬁcant (b = 0.08, 95% CI: 0.15, 0.02).

3.3. Interactions

In a large cohort of older patients with AF we found considerable
AccA in non-White participants. Our objectives were to understand
the association between biological aging in a population with AF and
measure the association between biological aging and cognitive function. We found that on average, non-White participants had a biological age that was more than 4 years older than their chronological age
while White participants had a biological age that was approximately
a year younger than their chronological age. We also found that
higher AccA is associated with lower global cognitive functioning and
that this association is signiﬁcantly stronger in non-Whites than in
Whites.
Although global cognitive function has been found to be lower
among non-Whites than Whites, it is especially signiﬁcant in this
population with AF. Because AccA is inversely associated with cognitive functioning, we posit that those factors that are known to be
associated with AccA, in minorities especially, may affect cognitive
functioning. Thus, non-While patients, though reported elsewhere to
have a lower prevalence of AF, who have AF may be at especially high
risk of cognitive decline: both because they suffer more AccA and
because the association of AccA and cognitive function is even stronger in non-Whites than in Whites.
Another possible mechanism lies in the paradox of the lower
prevalence AF in non-Whites compared to Whites despite the higher
prevalence of AF risk factors among non-Whites. Research has shown
that Whites may have a genetic predisposition to AF [22] and that

Each model with an interaction term between race and AccA
showed similar results. The unadjusted model revealed a signiﬁcant
interaction term (b = 0.11, 95% CI: 0.21, 0.01) and the interaction
did not change very much with the addition of standard covariates
(sex, study site, education and age) (b = 0.10, 95% CI: 0.19,
0.003), psychosocial and lifestyle covariates (b = 0.09, 95% CI:
0.19, 0.002), or medication and AF covariates (b = 0.11, 95% CI:
0.20, 0.01). In the fully adjusted model, change for non-Whites
was 0.14 points per year of AccA (95% CI: 0.27, -0.02). The signiﬁcant interaction term indicates that the amount of change (decline)
in MoCA score per additional year of AccA for non-Whites of about
0.26 points per year of AccA (0.14 + 0.11 = 0.26) is signiﬁcantly
higher than the change for Whites suggesting that AccA has a signiﬁcantly greater negative impact on cognitive scores in non-whites
than in whites. Fig. 1 panel a illustrates the linear prediction of MoCA
score at each level of AccA by race based on the model and panel b
illustrates the actual data by race for comparison. The effect size for
the fully adjusted model was 0.27 (95% CI: 0.21, 0.30).
Fig. 1 shows that at AccA of 8.1 (biological age about 8 years less
than chronological age non-Whites on average have a MoCA score of
23.6 and Whites on average have a MoCA score of 24.42. At an AccA
of 7.31 (biological age about 7 years higher than chronological age)
non-Whites on average have a MoCA score of 20.22, and Whites, on

4. Discussion
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European ancestry predicts risk of AF in African Americans [23]. If the
genetic predisposition is true, then Whites would presumably have a
lower threshold for AF, and therefore may not require as intense or
sustained exposures to risk factors to develop AF as non-White
patients. Stronger or longer exposure to risk factors for AF may provide an explanation for higher biological age in non-Whites with AF
and the subsequent risk of global cognitive decline. Another theory
that is worth considering relies on a framework from the health disparities literature known as weathering.
The prevailing theory of the association between AccA and health
outcomes is the weathering hypothesis, which posits that stressors
such as discrimination, racism, segregation, and poor economic circumstances “weathers” the health of minorities so that they show
age-related declines in health earlier than Whites [24]. These minority speciﬁc stressors are also associated with the risk factors for AF
such as diabetes, hypertension, and heart attack [25,26]. Although we
were unable to fully test this theory here, previous research has
shown that higher levels of perceived stress were associated with the
prevalence of AF in the REGARDS study [27]. Consistently worse outcomes among minorities with AF compared to Whites with AF, even
though Whites are more likely to be diagnosed with AF, are also consistent with this theory. For example, minorities with AF have a
higher risk of developing an ischemic stroke [28], have more severe
strokes [29], and are at a higher risk of death [30] than Whites. But
one study using Medicare administrative data showed that controlling for pre-existing morbidities eliminated the higher hazard for
death and attenuated the higher hazard of stroke. The biomarkers
that make up our biological age variable (GFR, CHA2DS2VASC score,
frailty, blood glucose, and BMI) are signiﬁcantly associated with survival and stroke risk in AF patients [31,32] so it could be that our
accelerated aging variable is a convenient predictor that captures
duration and intensity of exposure to risk factors for poor outcomes
in AF. Either theory seems to point to longer duration and intensity of
exposure to risk factors for AF. The American Heart Association’s
“Life’s Simple 700 which focuses on improving seven key cardiac risk
factors -smoking, diet, physical activity, BMI, blood pressure, total
cholesterol, and fasting glucose is related to both cognitive
impairment [33] and risk of AF [34]. Since these risk factors are also
impacted by biological age, the beneﬁts of understanding AccA in this
population may be clinically useful for other treatment targets.
The association between AccA and global cognitive function may
have broader clinical implications for the management and treatment
of older non-White patients with AF. If non-White patients are
“older” due to AccA, clinicians may need to take this into account and
consider screening younger non-White AF patients for cognitive
impairment. Cognitive impairment has implications for treatment
and medication adherence [35], which can signiﬁcantly complicate
the treatment of AF since AF requires long-term use of high-risk medications, including oral anticoagulants. Future research should investigate the usefulness of AccA to better inform treatment decisions (i.
e., type of anticoagulant used) in non-White AF patients. There are
also implications for lifestyle and risk factor management.
Our results should be considered in light of some limitations.
Although the SAGE-AF study speciﬁcally recruited minorities into the
study, the proportion of minorities was still relatively low and
required us to collapse all minority categories into one “non-White”
variable. We recognize that stress and minority status interact differently for different non-White groups and thus limits our ability to
draw conclusions regarding stress related to minority status in this
sample. Our analysis needs to be replicated in a cohort with a larger
proportion of non-White persons where there is enough power to
look at speciﬁc minority groups separately. We only had cross-sectional data available, so we are unable to assess the association
between AccA and cognitive decline, although this will be examined
using follow-up data in our cohort. It should also be noted, however,
that we had medical record data as well as data collected at visits,

making our AccA variable more convenient and thus more likely to
be able to be reproduced and tested on other AF outcomes. Finally,
we don’t have data on underuse and lack of early use of anti-coagulation medications which is directly related to stroke and thus cognitive decline. Future research should explore this accelerated aging
framework in light of disparities in anti-coagulation treatment.
Using data from an ongoing contemporary cohort study of older
AF patients, we observed considerable acceleration of aging among
non-White participants and that AccA was higher amongst nonWhites and was associated with lower global cognitive functioning.
We observed the deleterious association of AccA with cognitive function in both Whites and non-Whites, but the association was even
more pronounced among non-White AF patients. Thus, non-Whites
may suffer the impact of AF on cognition both because they undergo
more AccA and because AccA is more strongly associated with worse
cognitive functioning in non-Whites placing them at “double jeopardy.” These ﬁndings may underscore the importance of taking functional age into account when treating patients with AF, particularly
non-White patients, to enhance treatment and improve AF outcomes.
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